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- The Crimson Demon Space adventure story set in the twenty-second century, where humanity has spread through the galaxy
as the clench of space settlement has collapsed. In this time, various independent groups and organizations have emerged.
Humanity survives and thrives through rebellion, violence, and struggle. Genome Rider Genome Rider is an upcoming
interactive adventure game set in a time when human civilization is in shambles, and no one knows where to turn. A robot cop,
armed with a powerful shotgun, is the only one who can restore order and safety to a ravaged world. Can you help him do just
that? Bloodborne: The Old Hunters Bloodborne: The Old Hunters is an RPG inspired by classic horror, action-RPGs, and
adventure titles. What makes it stand out is its emphasis on the combat, the difficulty, and its traps. Valkyrie Profile A PC port
of the classic 3D action RPG. This is the remake of the first title in the Valkyrie Profile series, released in 2000. Powers of the
Dragon (PS Vita) Powers of the Dragon is a free-to-play, online role-playing game, built in the visual novel and MMORPG
style. Friday the 13th: The Game You’ll hunt, explore, and fight your way through iconic locations from the Friday the 13th
series as you battle to survive. Tons of different weapons and items are available for you to collect. Gundam Reconguista in G
Gundam Reconguista in G is a simulation and strategy role-playing game set in the G Generation, also called the Zeon Era, the
Gundam franchise’s conflict with the Union between the Earth Federation and the Zeon Empire. Breath of Fire IV Breath of
Fire IV is an Action RPG. The gameplay in Breath of Fire IV is a mixture of traditional RPG style gameplay, strategy, and
shooter elements. Bleach: The Blade Battlers Bleach: The Blade Battlers is an Action RPG with turn-based combat, and takes
place in the setting of the Bleach series. It features various weapons and moves from the Bleach series. FINAL FANTASY X-2
FINAL FANTASY X-2 is a remake of the 2001 Japanese role-playing game of the same name for the PlayStation 2. It is a
sequel to the original FINAL FANTASY 82157476af
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